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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE DUST-CLEARANCE MECHANISM OF THE LUNG

I. HISTOLOGICAL STUDY IN RATS OF THE INTRA-PULMONARY BRONCHIAL ROUTE OF ELIMINATION

BY

PABLO JIMÉNEZ BRUNDELET

HELSINKI 1965
GRANULOCYTE DISTRIBUTION IN BONE MARROW, BLOOD AND DIFFERENT ORGANS IN WHOLE BODY IRRADIATED RATS

BY

ANTTI CEDERBERG

HELNSINKI — Helsingfors 1965
BLOOD ACETONE BODIES OF JUVENILE DIABETICS AFTER EXERCISE

BY

HANS ÅKERBLOM

HELSINKI 1965
PROPHYLAXIS
OF OPTHALMIA NEONATORUM

A CLINICAL AND BACTERIOLOGIC STUDY OF
OPHTHALMIA NEONATORUM AND CONJUNCTIVAL
BACTERIAL FLORA OF THE NEWBORN

BY
MATTI KAIVONEN

HELSINKI 1965
EFFECT OF ARTERIAL CIRCULATORY DISTURBANCE IN THE LOWER LIMB ON THE OXYGEN TENSION OF SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE OF THE LEG

A COMPARATIVE ROENTGENOLOGIC AND AMPEROMETRIC STUDY

BY

PERTTI KARSTILA
EFFECT OF SOME OTOTOXIC DRUGS UPON THE
PATTERN AND INNERVATION OF COCHLEAR
SENSORY CELLS IN THE GUINEA PIG

by

AARNO KOHONEN

HELSINKI 1965
MARTTI IKONEN

IHMISEN KIVEKSEN VÄLISOLIJEN RAKENTEESTA JA TOIMINNASTA SIKIÖKAUDELLA

HELSINKI 1965
NATURE AND INHERITANCE OF THE RESISTANCE OF INBRED MICE TO TUMOR INDUCTION BY POLYOMA VIRUS

BY

MATTI JAHKOLA

HELSINKI 1965
FACTORS AFFECTING THE GROWTH AND METABOLIC INHIBITION TEST OF LOUPING ILL VIRUS IN CELL CULTURES

BY

LEEVI KÄÄRIÄINEN

HELSINKI 1965
JÄKÄRLÄ-GRUPPEN

EN VÄSTFINSK KULTURGRUPP

UNDER YNGRE STENÅLDER

AV

TORSTEN EDGREN

SUOMEN MUINAISMUISTOYHDISTYKSEN AIKAKAUSKIRJA
FINSKA FORNMINNESFÖRENINGENS TIDSKRIFT
64
DIE LANGMILCH
(PITKÄPIIMÄ)

RAILI FORSÉN

HELSINKI 1966

UNC Chapel Hill
Health Sciences Library
SOME EFFECTS OF PHENOTHIAZINES AND RELATED COMPOUNDS ON BLOOD PLATELETS AND RED BLOOD CELLS OF RABBIT

BY
LIISA AHTEE

HELSINKI 1966
THE VISCOSITY OF BLOOD, PLASMA AND SERUM IN DYS- AND PARA-
PROTEINEMIAS

BY

TIMO SOMER

HELSINKI 1966
SKITSOFRENIAA SAIRASTAVIEN KUNTOUTTAMISESTA

ON THE REHABILITATION OF SCHIZOPHRENICS

(English summary)

REINO ELOSUO

HELSINKI 1966
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSE TO THE UPRIGHT POSITION DURING PREGNANCY

BY

TAPANI PYÖRÄLÄ

UNC Chapel Hill Health Sciences Library

HELSINKI 1966
THE GLUCOSE CONTENT OF THE AQUEOUS HUMOUR IN MAN

by

SEppo POHJOLA

HELSINKI 1966
SERUM PROTEIN TURNOVER IN THE CONGENITAL NEPHROTIC SYNDROME

BY

JAAKKO PERHEENTUPA

HELSINKI 1966
ACETYLCHOLINE, BIOGENIC AMINES AND ENZYMES INVOLVED IN THEIR METABOLISM IN PENILE ERECTILE TISSUE

BY

OLLI PENTTILÄ

DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF HELSINKI

HELSINKI 1966
STRAIN-DEPENDENCE OF KARYOKINETIC ACTIVITY IN EXPERIMENTAL TUMORIGENESIS IN THE MOUSE SKIN

BY

OTTO NYSSÖNEN

HELPSINKI 1966
JORMA PALO

ERÄIDEN AINEENVAIHDUNTAHÄIRIOIDEN
ESIINTYMINEN KESKUSHERMOSTON
KEHITYSVAUURIOTAPAUKSISSA

TUTKIMUS 2 177 SUOMALAISESTA
VAJAAMIELISESTÄ HENKILÖSTÄ

HELSINKI 1966
STUDIES ON THE METABOLISM OF CARBON MONOXIDE

BY

KIMMO LUOMANMAKI

HELSINKI 1966
ANTISTAPHYLOLYSIN (ASta) LEVEL OF THE BLOOD IN RELATION TO BARRIER FUNCTION OF THE SKIN

MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF SURVEY DATA OF 593 HOSPITALIZED PATIENTS WITH BESNIER’S PRURIGO (ATOPIC ECZEMA)

BY

KIMMO K. MUSTAKALLIO

HELSINKI 1966
EFFECT OF SOME ANESTHETIC AGENTS
ON DIURESIS AND
HYPOTHALAMO-HYPOPHYSIAL
NEUROSECRETION
IN THE RAT

BY
INKERI KIVALO

HELSINKI 1966
RELATIONSHIP OF SELECTED ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS TO PREGNANCY OUTCOME AND CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS

BY

ANNELI KLEMETTI

Helsinki 1966

UNC Chapel Hill
Health Sciences Library
NEURAMINIC ACID-CONTAINING Oligosaccharides of Human Urine

Isolation and identification of di-N-acetylneuraminyl-3-galactosyl-N-acetylgalactosamine, 6'-N-acetylneuraminyl-lactose, 6'-N-acetylneuraminyl-N-acetyllactosamine and 3'-N-acetylneuraminyl-lactose

By

Jussi K. Huttunen
INFLUENCE OF SOME DRUGS ON TOXICITY
AND RATE OF METABOLISM OF LIDOCAINE AND
MEPIVACAINE

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON MICE AND RATS

BY

JUSSI HEINONEN

HELSINKI 1966

UNC Chapel Hill
Health Sciences Library
CELL CONTACTS IN RELATION
TO CYTODIFFERENTIATION IN METANEPHRGENIC
MESENCHYME IN VITRO

BY

JORMA WARTIOVAARA

LABORATORY OF EXPERIMENTAL EMBRYOLOGY, DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY,
AND ELECTRON MICROSCOPE LABORATORY, UNIVERSITY OF HELSINKI

ACADEMIC DISSERTATION
TO BE PUBLICLY DISCUSSED, BY PERMISSION OF
THE MEDICAL FACULTY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF HELSINKI,
IN LECTURE ROOM XII ON JUNE 10, 1966,
at 12 O'CLOCK NOON

HELZINKI 1966
HYDROGEN TRANSFER INTO MITOCHONDRIA IN THE METABOLISM OF ETHANOL I.

OXIDATION OF EXTRAMITOCHONDRIAL REDUCED NICOTINAMIDE-ADENINE DINUCLEOTIDE BY MITOCHONDRIA

HYDROGEN TRANSFER INTO MITOCHONDRIA IN THE METABOLISM OF ETHANOL II.

EFFECT OF DISULFIRAM ON THE HYDROGEN AND ENERGY TRANSFER

by

ILMO HASSINEN

DEPARTMENT OF MEDICAL CHEMISTRY, UNIVERSITY OF HELSINKI
THE ALCOHOLIC PERSONALITY
A CLINICAL STUDY

by

VEIKKO TÄHKÄ

UNC Chapel Hill Health Sciences Library

THE FINNISH FOUNDATION FOR ALCOHOL STUDIES
THE PROSTHETIC VASCULAR GRAFT IN DIFFERENT HEMODYNAMIC MILIEUX

AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THROMBOSIS

BY

LAURI VIRKKULA

HELSINKI 1966
REORGANIZATION OF FRESH AND PRESERVED BONE TRANSPLANTS

AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY IN RABBITS USING TETRACYCLINE LABELLING

Helsinki 1966
BRONCHOGENIC CARCINOMA
A RETROSPECTIVE STUDY IN PROGNOSIS
AND LATE RESULTS OF SURGERY

BY

TERHO J. MAAMIES

HELSINKI 1966
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSE TO CHANGES IN ARTERIAL CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION

AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON THORACOTOMIZED DOGS

BY

TOIVO SUUTARINEN

UNC Chapel Hill
Health Sciences Library

HELSINKI 1966
ON THE PROLIFERATION
OF THE SQUAMOUS EPITHELIUM ON
THE PORTIO VAGINALIS UTERI

A colposcopic, histologic and cytologic study

by

ELIAS RUBINSTEIN
FROM THE II CLINIC OF SURGERY, UNIVERSITY CENTRAL HOSPITAL, HELSINKI,
(HEAD: PROFESSOR MARTTI TURUNEN, M.D., FORMER HEAD: PROFESSOR VAING SEIRO, M.D.),
DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY, DEACONESS HOSPITAL, HELSINKI,
(FORMER HEAD: PROFESSOR VAING SEIRO, M.D.),
II INSTITUTE OF PATHOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF HELSINKI
(HEAD: PROFESSOR HARALD TIEIR, M.D.),
AND THE FINNISH CANCER REGISTER
(HEAD: PROFESSOR ERKKI SAXÉN, M.D.).

CARCINOMA OF THE PANCREAS

A statistical, clinical and pathological study

BY

HANS-ERIK KLINTRUP

TO BE PUBLICLY DISCUSSED, BY PERMISSION OF THE MEDICAL
FACULTY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF HELSINKI IN LECTURE ROOM 5.
ON JUNE 10TH, 1968, AT 12 O’CLOCK NOON
HEREDITY IN THE

CONGENITAL NEPHROTIC SYNDROME

A GENETIC STUDY OF 57 FINNISH FAMILIES
WITH A REVIEW OF REPORTED CASES

BY

REIJO NORIO

UNC Chapel Hill
Health Sciences Library

HELSINKI 1966
HAMPAIDEN HOIDON
PSYYKKISET JA SOSIAALISET
TEKIJÄT

Potilasaineistoon perustuva tapojen ja asenteiden tutkimus
(Psychic and social factors in dentistry, summary)

HANNU S. SIIRILÄ

Helsinki 1966
DUODENO-JEJUNAL HISTOLOGY IN THE MALABSORPTION SYNDROME IN INFANTS

BY

PEKKA KUITUNEN

HELSINKI 1966

UNC Chapel Hill Health Sciences Library
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHIC-MASS SPECTROMETRIC STUDIES ON SOLVOLYZABLE STEROIDS IN HUMAN PERIPHERAL PLASMA

BY

REIJO VIHKO

HELSINKI 1966
FACTORS INFLUENCING THE EPIDEMICS OF PHYTOPHTHORA INFESTANS (MONT.) DE BARY IN FINLAND

By

KAIHO MÄKELÄ

HELSINKI 1966
STUDIES OF
HETEROAGGLUTINATION
IN HUMAN SERA

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO INFECTIOUS
MONONUCLEOSIS

BY
OSMO P. SALO

HELSINKI 1966
THE RÔLE OF FACTORS
IN FRESH SERUM IN THE ATTACHMENT AND GROWTH
OF HeLa CELLS ON GLASS

BY

PEKKA HÄYRY

Helsinki 1966

UNC Chapel Hill
Health Sciences Library
FATTY ACID COMPOSITION,
SOLIDIFICATION AND MELTING OF
FINNISH BUTTER FAT

VEIJO ANTILA

HELSINKI 1966
PULMONARY FUNCTION IN PNEUMONIA RELATED TO RADIOLOGICAL AND MICROBIOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS

BY
REINO RUOSTEENOJA

HELSINKI 1966
SYDÄNINFARKKTIN ENNUSTE

TUTKIMUS HELSINGISSÄ KIVELÄN SAIRAALASSA VUOSINA 1945—1959 HOIDETUISTA 1 860 SYDÄNINFARKTIPOITILAASTA

PROGNOSIS OF MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION
A study of 1 860 patients with myocardial infarction treated in 1945—1959 at Kivelä Hospital, Helsinki

WALTER SIPILÄ
SERUM LIPIDS OF LABOURING MOTHERS AND NEWBORN BABIES

BY

OLLI-VEIKKO RENKONEN

HELSINKI 1966
The Adhesions of a Traumatized Tendon Formed Under the Effect of Thyrotropin and Somatotropin

Acta Orthopaedica Scandinavica
Supplementum No 89
Munksgaard Copenhagen 1966
OCCURRENCE OF UNUSUAL
PLEURAL CALCIFICATION
IN FINLAND

Studies on atmospheric pollution caused by asbestos

By
VEIKKO RAUNIO

UNC Chapel Hill
Health Sciences Library
Helsinki 1966
STUDIES ON THE MOLECULAR BASIS OF Gc POLYMORPHISM

BY

ERKKI RUOSLAHTI

DEPARTMENT OF SEROLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY,
UNIVERSITY OF HELSINKI

HELSINKI 1966
SPONTANEOUS PNEUMOTHORAX
A CLINICAL STUDY OF 166 CASES
BY
O. M. PENTTI

HELSINKI 1967
THE AGE OF ERUPTION OF THE THIRD MOLAR TEETH

A CLINICAL STUDY BASED ON FINNISH UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

BY

AIMO V. RANTANEN

HELSINKI 1967
FOREIGN MATERIAL IN ADHESION FORMATION AFTER ABDOMINAL SURGERY

A clinical and experimental study

BY

HANNU MYLLARNIEMI

HELSINKI 1967

UNC Chapel Hill Health Sciences Library
T1 ANTIGEN OF SALMONELLA
A GENETIC AND IMMUNOCHEMICAL STUDY

BY

MATTI SARVAS
MONOAMINE OXIDASE ACTIVITY IN THE VARIOUS STRUCTURES OF THE MAMMALIAN EYE

HISTOCHEMICAL STAINING AND QUANTITATIVE CHEMICAL STUDY

by

ANJA MUSTAKALLIO

HELSINKI 1967
HIGH-ENERGY PHOSPHATES, THE DISAPPEARANCE OF GLYCOGEN AND ACCUMULATION OF LACTATE DURING ANOXIA IN THE BRAIN, HEART AND LIVER OF THE DEVELOPING RAT

BY

PEKKA H. MÄENPÄÄ
ADHESIVENESS, GROWTH BEHAVIOUR
AND CHARGE DENSITY OF CULTURED
CELLS

BY

STIG NORDLING

HELSINKI - HELSINGFORS 1967
Studies of the Nature of Incomplete Anti-Erythrocyte Antibodies

JUHANI LEIKOLA

HELSINKI 1967
CYTODIFFERENTIATION
OF MOUSE KIDNEY MESENCHYME
IN VITRO

DEVELOPMENTAL PATTERNS OF LACTATE
DEHYDROGENASE ISOZYMES DURING TUBULE
FORMATION

BY

OLLI KOSKIMIES

LABORATORY OF EXPERIMENTAL EMBRYOLOGY,
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF HELSINKI

HELSINKI 1967
HEART INJURY AFTER BLUNT THORACIC TRAUMA

AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON RABBITS

BY

ILMO LOUHIMO

UNC Chapel Hill Health Sciences Library

HELSEINKI 1967
POSTNATAL DEVELOPMENT OF
THE BLOOD VESSELS AND THE TEMPERATURE
REGULATION OF THE RAT TESTIS

BY

MARTTI KORMANO

HELSINKI 1967
THE METABOLISM OF COLLAGEN
AND
ITS HORMONAL CONTROL IN THE RAT

With Special Emphasis on the Interactions of Collagen and Calcium in the Bones

By

OSSI LAITINEN

UNC Chapel Hill
Health Sciences Library

HELSINKI 1967
GLUTATHIONE REDUCTASE OF HUMAN ERYTHROCYTES

PURIFICATION AND PROPERTIES

BY

ARTO ICÉN

HELSINKI 1967
STUDIES ON VASCULAR STRUCTURES AND CIRCULATION IN THE OCULAR FUNDUS OF NORMAL AND HYPERCHOLESTEREMIC RABBITS

BY

LEA HYVÄRINEN

HELSINKI 1967
STUDIES ON SULPHUR ASSIMILATION IN THE RAT

BY

JUHO A. HuOVINEN

Helsinki 1967
DEFORMATION OF VERTEBRAE
IN EXPERIMENTAL SCOLIOSIS

THE COURSE OF BONE ADAPTATION AND
MODELLING IN SCOLIOSIS WITH REFERENCE TO
THE NORMAL GROWTH OF THE VERTEBRA

Helsinki 1967
THE CORRELATION OF MATERNAL HEART VOLUME WITH THE BIRTH WEIGHT OF THE INFANT AND PREMATURITY

by

Martti A. Kauppinen

HELSINKI 1967
LIFE SPAN, POTASSIUM FLUXES AND MEMBRANE ATPases OF ERYTHROCYTES FROM SUBJECTS EXPOSED TO INORGANIC LEAD.

BY

SVEN HERNBERG

UNC Chapel Hill Health Sciences Library

HELSINKI 1967
NASAL MUCOUS MEMBRANE
IN ATROPHIC RHINITIS WITH REFERENCE TO
SYMPTOMFREE NASAL MUCOSA

Histology, histochemistry and exfoliative cytology

by

EINO HOLOPAINEN

HELSINKI 1967
MITRAL INCOMPETENCE AS A COMPLICATION OF ACUTE MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION

BY

JUHANI HEIKKILÄ

HELSINKI 1967
THE EFFECT OF ANAESTHESIA AND INTRACRANIAL HYPER-TENSION ON ACID-BASE BALANCE IN NEUROSURGICAL PATIENTS

A CLINICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDY USING HALOTHANE-NITROUS OXIDE AND OXYGEN ANAESTHESIA

By

ARNO HOLLMÉN

Helsinki 1967
PAINFUL SHOULDER JOINT IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS

A clinical and radiological study of 200 cases, with special reference to arthrography of the glenohumeral joint

BY

KAI ENNEVAARA

HELSINKI 1967
REITER PROTEIN COMPLEMENT-FIXATION (RPCF) TEST AS A SEROLOGICAL TEST FOR SYPHILIS

A CLINICAL STUDY

BY

LARS FÖRSTRÖM
On the Metabolism and Subcellular Distribution of Progesterone in the Myometrium of the Pregnant Rat.

BY

Karri Wichmann

UNC Chapel Hill Health Sciences Library

HELSINKI 1967
JALKAPÖYDÄNLUIDEN MURTUMAT
JA LISFRANCIN NIVELEN
SIJOILTAAANMENO

EERO WILPPULA

HELSINKI 1967
Rheumatoid Arthritis in the Pantalar Joints
A Follow-up Study of Triple Arthrodesis on 292 Adult Feet
HUMORAL CONTROL MECHANISM IN LIVER REGENERATION

PROLIFERATIVE RESPONSE OF THE PARENCHYMAL CELLS IN LIVER AUTOGRAFT AFTER PARTIAL HEPATECTOMY IN SINGLE AND PARABIONIC RATS

BY

MARTTI VIROLAINEN

UNC Chapel Hill Health Sciences Library

HELSINKI 1967
THE VACUUM EXTRACTOR AND FORCEPS IN OBSTETRICS
A CLINICAL STUDY

by

J. E. SIOSTEDT

Helsinki 1967
STUDIES OF THE FUNCTION OF THE SWEAT GLAND, PAROTID GLAND AND THE PANCREAS IN CHRONIC BRONCHITIS AND HETEROZYGOUS MUCOVISCIDOSIS OR CYSTIC FIBROSIS

BY

SEppo TOIVONEN

HELSINKI 1967
FACTORS INFLUENCING THE TOXICITY OF FERN EXTRACTS

BY

SEppo TAKKI

HELSINKI 1967
A STUDY OF TRAUMATIC DISLOCATIONS
OF THE HIP JOINT AND FRACTURES
OF THE ACETABULUM

BY

REIJO LEHTONEN

UNC Chapel Hill
Health Sciences Library

HELSINKI 1968
UPTAKE AND STORAGE OF HISTAMINE
BY RABBIT BLOOD PLATELETS
AND ITS RELEASE BY DRUGS

BY
JOUKO TUOMISTO

HELSINKI 1968
CHLORPROMAZINE-INDUCED RELEASE OF ADRENALINE FROM THE ADRENAL MEDULLA

BY

H. I. VAPAATALO

HELSINKI 1968
ENDEMIC GOITRE IN FINLAND IN THE LIGHT
OF THYROIDS OF NEWBORN IN
1962—1965

BY

ROLF NORDMAN

UNC Chapel Hill
Health Sciences Library

HELSINKI 1968
FISTULA-IN-ANO

AN INVESTIGATION OF HUMAN FOETAL ANAL DUCTS AND INTRAMUSCULAR GLANDS AND A CLINICAL STUDY OF 150 PATIENTS

BY

H. G. LILIUS

HELSINKI 1968
STUDIES ON THE INFLUENCE OF ETHANOL ON THE METABOLISM
OF THE NORMAL AND PATHOLOGICAL LIVER

I  Liver perfusion experiments with normal, fatty and cirrhotic rat livers

II  Application of the galactose tolerance test for the early diagnosis of fatty liver in human alcoholics

BY

MIKKO P. SALASPURO

UNC Chapel Hill
Health Sciences Library

HELSINKI 1968
THE THYROID GLAND AND INTRAOCULAR PRESSURE

TONOGRAPHIC STUDY OF 187 PATIENTS WITH THYROID DISEASE

by

PEKKA POHJANPELTO

HELSINKI 1968
On the Pathogenesis of Morbid Jealousy

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE PERSONALITY TRAITS OF AND INTERACTION BETWEEN JEALOUS PATIENTS AND THEIR SPOUSES
LIGHT AND ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC OBSERVATIONS
ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF CARBOXYLIC ESTERASES IN
ADULT, DEVELOPING, DEGENERATING AND REGENERATING
MYONEURAL JUNCTIONS OF THE RAT

BY

HEIKKI TERÄVÄINEN

UNC Chapel Hill
Health Sciences Library

HELSINKI 1968
Electrical Stimulation of a Human Ventrolateral-Subventrolateral Thalamic Target Area

Studies on some stimulus parameters

By

Gunnar G. Johansson

UNC Chapel Hill
Health Sciences Library

HELSINKI 1968
From the Children’s Hospital (Chief: Professor Niilo Hallmau) and from the Institute of Dentistry (Chief: Professor Maari Pohjo), University of Helsinki

DENTAL AND ORAL CHANGES IN CONGENITAL HEART DISEASE

BY

PENTTI E. HAKALA

ACADEMIC DISSERTATION

TO BE PRESENTED, BY THE PERMISSION OF THE MEDICAL FACULTY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF HELSINKI, FOR PUBLIC EXAMINATION IN AUDITORIUM XII ON FEBRUARY 3, 1968 AT 12 O’CLOCK NOON

Helsinki 1968
HISTOCHEMICAL STUDIES ON VITAL REACTION AND TRAUMATIC FAT NECROSIS IN THE INTERSCAPULAR ADIPOSE TISSUE OF ADULT GUINEA PIGS

BY

JORMA HIRVONEN

Department of Forensic Medicine, University of Helsinki
INFORMATION TRANSMISSION IN ROENTGEN DIAGNOSTIC CHAINS
EXPERIMENTAL AND CLINICAL STUDIES

BY
ERKKI M. LAASONEN

HELSINKI—HELSEINGFORS 1968
PRODUCTION OF ANTIBODIES TO PARIELAL CELLS AND TO A GASTRIC $B_{12}$-BINDER IN EXPERIMENTAL GASTRITIS IN THE DOG

KAI KROHN
PHARMACOLOGICAL STUDIES ON NOSCAPINE WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE DISTRIBUTION AND ELIMINATION OF $^{3}$H-NOSCAPINE IN MICE AND RATS

BY

JUHANA IDÄNPÄÄN-HEIKKILÄ

HELSINKI 1968
LEVELS OF THE SERUM IMMUNOGLOBULINS \( \gamma A, \gamma G \) AND \( \gamma M \) IN THE MALABSORPTION SYNDROME IN CHILDREN

BY

PIRKKO IMMONEN

UNC Chapel Hill
Health Sciences Library

HELSINKI 1968
THE FLUORESCENT TREPONE Mali
ANTIBODY-ABSOrPTION
(FTA-ABS) TEST AS A SEROLOGICAL
TEST FOR SPHILIS

BY

ALLAN LAS SUS

Helsinki 1968
ACTA OTO-LARYNGOLOGICA
SUPPLEMENTUM 255

NEURO-OTOLOGICAL STUDIES ON BRAIN INJURED EX-SERVICEMEN
Follow-up of 256 cases

by
SEppo KIrJAvAINEN

Helsinki 1968
PERMANENTTIHAMPAAAN ÄRSYTYSKYNNYS JA IKÄ

MATTI ELOMAA

Yliopistoväitöskirja, joka esitetään Helsingin yliopiston lääketieteellisen tiedekunnan suostumuksella tarkastettavaksi hammashäkseteetien laitoksen isossa lientorallissa lauantaina, huhtikuun 27. päivänä 1968 kello 12.

HELSINKI 1968
TONÅRSPROBLEM

EN STUDIE AV LÄROVERKSUNGDOM

AV

MAX FRISK

Akademisk avhandling, som med tillstånd av Medicinska fakulteten vid Helsingfors Universitet framlägges till offentlig granskning i auditorium 5 onsdagen den 29 maj 1968 kl. 12.

SAMFUNDET FOLKHÄLSAN

HELSINGFORS 1968
SAIRASTAVUUS
LÄÄKÄRISSÄKÄYNTIEN
VALOSSA

Tutkimus avohoidon lääkärissäkäynnistä
Imatralla vuonna 1964
Morbidity in the Light of Consultations

TYTTELI VOHLONEN

Yliopistollinen väitöskirja,
joka Helsingin yliopiston lääketieteellisen tiedekunnan suostumuksella
esitetään julkisesti tarkastettavaksi luentosalissa XII
perjantaina, kesäkuun 6. päivänä kello 12.

Helsinki 1969
AMINONUCLEOSIDE-INDUCED
RENAL DISEASE
IN NEWBORN RATS

by

JUSSI VILSKA

CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL, UNIVERSITY OF HELSINKI
THE ISONIAZID INACTIVATION
PATTERN IN FINNISH SUBJECTS

BY

HILKKA TIITINEN

UNC Chapel Hill
Health Sciences Library

HELSINKI 1969
Sirkka Siirala

Viivästynyt puheenkehitys

Lasten kielellisen kyvyn ja puheen häiriöt


Esitetään Helsingin yliopiston lääketieteellisen tiedekunnan suostumuk- sella julkaistavaksi korva-, nenä- ja kurkkutautien klinikan luentosalissa, Haarmaninkatu 4, maaliskuun 15. päivänä 1969 klo 12

Helsinki 1969
The Frequency,
Clinical Picture and Prognosis
of Pulmonary Sarcoidosis in Finland

By Olof Selroos
STUDIES ON EXTRANEURAL GANGLIOSIDES

I  Qualitative and quantitative patterns of gangliosides in extraneural tissues
II  Isolation of bovine kidney gangliosides
III  Carbohydrate components of bovine kidney gangliosides
IV  Fatty acids and sphingosines of bovine kidney gangliosides

BY
KARI PURO

Helsinki 1969

UNC Chapel Hill Health Sciences Library
A COMPARISON OF THE ANTIGENIC COMPOSITION OF HUMAN NEPHROBLASTOMAS WITH FOETAL AND POSTNATAL KIDNEY

BY

EWERT LINDE

DEPARTMENT OF SEROLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY
AND CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL, UNIVERSITY OF HELSINKI

ACADEMIC DISSERTATION
TO BE PUBLICLY DISCUSSED, BY PERMISSION OF
THE MEDICAL FACULTY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF HELSINKI
IN LECTURE ROOM XII ON JUNE 26TH, 1969
AT 12 O'CLOCK NOON

HELSINKI 1969
IMMUNOLOGICAL STUDIES ON THE HAPTOGLOBIN SUBGROUPS IN MAN

BY

CHRISTIAN EHNHOLM

DEPARTMENT OF SEROLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF HELSINKI

ACADEMIC DISSERTATION
TO BE PUBLICLY DISCUSSED, BY PERMISSION OF
THE MEDICAL FACULTY IN THE UNIVERSITY OF HELSINKI,
IN LECTURE ROOM 12 ON JUNE 18th, 1969,
AT 12 O'CLOCK NOON

HELSINKI 1969
ALCOHOL AND CONFLICT

A qualitative and quantitative study on the relationship between alcohol consumption and an experimentally induced conflict situation in albino rats

ACADEMIC DISSERTATION

TO BE PUBLICLY DISCUSSED, BY PERMISSION OF THE MEDICAL FACULTY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF HELSINKI, IN AUDITORIUM XII ON MARCH 15TH, 1969, AT 12 O'CLOCK NOON.
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HELPSINKI 1969